This instructional module on death and bereavement is one in a block of 10 modules designed to provide the human services worker who works with older adults with basic information regarding the aging process. An introduction provides an overview of the module content. A listing of general objectives follows. Four sections present informative material on each of the four objectives. Topics are grief responses, grief situations, helping someone in grief, and discussing death and dying. Other contents include a summary and listings of selected readings and additional resources. (YLB)
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INTRODUCTION

The Listening and the Older Adult module described ways in which you can better communicate with an older adult. These skills are especially important when you are dealing with a difficult topic of conversation, such as grief or preparation for death.

Human service workers who understand the types of situations which may result in grief as well as the typical reactions an older adult may have to losses, can greatly facilitate the coping process of a grief-stricken individual. This, in turn, will help the individual feel better sooner.

Also, older adults may respond to their own imminent death by trying to put their "house in order". Human service workers need to help this process, and not hinder it by trying to get the person to ignore thoughts of death. The main purposes of this module are to assist the human service worker: (1) To recognize situations where grief may occur, (2) To understand the reactions an older adult may have to a grief situation, and (3) To develop skills useful in dealing with someone who is dying.
GENERAL OBJECTIVES

UPON COMPLETION OF THIS MODULE, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO:

(1) UNDERSTAND TYPICAL GRIEVING RESPONSES.
(2) IDENTIFY SITUATIONS WHERE A GRIEF-REACTION MAY OCCUR
(3) BE AWARE OF SEVERAL WAYS IN WHICH TO HELP SOMEONE IN GRIEF.
(4) DESCRIBE A FEW WAYS TO MORE COMFORTABLY INTERACT WITH SOMEONE WHO IS DYING.
The following section will present typical grieving responses.

GRIEF RESPONSES

Upon completion of this section, you will be able to understand typical grieving responses.

Not everyone responds to grief in the same way. Just as there are many types of grief, there are many reactions to grief. Each individual will react in their own special way to difficulties. It is important to be aware of this, especially when observing and reacting to the behaviour of the older adult.
SOME COMMON REACTIONS ARE:

DENIAL

1. **Denial.** One way of coping with grief (or anticipated grief) is to pretend the bad situation doesn’t exist.

   For example, George is 67. His wife, Eloise, is 64. In December, Eloise had a stroke, and had to move to the hospital. Her doctors told George that she doesn’t have long to live, but George tells Eloise and everyone else who asks, "She’ll be home soon...."
2. **Anger.** Another method of coping with grief is to become angry. This anger may be directed at a specific person (e.g. a loved one or someone close to them), a group of people (e.g., "all those lousy doctors in that damn hospital"), a specific place, or a particular thing.

For example, Sybil worked as a receptionist for 33 years. On her 65th birthday, along with her paycheck was a notice of her "release" (or forced retirement). Sybil stormed out of the office screaming, "Thank goodness I don't have to work with those smelly salesmen anymore...I've hated it for years...I've hated it all!".
3. **Depression.** This is the most common reaction to a loss. A person will feel down or "blue", lose their appetite, feel uninspired and lethargic, react with indifference to things they used to enjoy, and cry or sigh a lot.

For example, when Martha's dog, Boo, died, she found herself avoiding all the activities she had done with him. This included daily walks through the neighborhood and evening chats by the fireside. Martha felt tired all of the time, and often forgot to eat. Nothing seemed to matter to her anymore. She felt absolutely alone.
The following section will present situations where a grief-reaction may occur.

GRIEF SITUATIONS

Upon completion of this section, you will be able to identify situations in which a grief-reaction may occur.

GRIEF

Grief is an emotional response to loss - especially the loss of someone or something very important.

It is fairly easy to recognize the grief which follows the death of a loved one. Usually, when informed of someone's death, we respond with sadness. The amount of sadness and how long we feel this way depend on (A) how important that person was to us, (B) whether their death was expected or sudden, and (C) what kind of social support we have to help us in our grieving.

When a human service worker is told by an older adult that he or she has "just lost someone", that worker becomes part of the social support of the griever. The most important thing the worker can do is be a good listener. The Listening and the Older Adult module explained that your job is not to take away the sadness...your job is to listen to the sadness. Caring.
LISTENING AND BEING THERE ARE ALL WAYS IN WHICH YOU CAN HELP. EVEN IF YOU CAN NOT DO ANYTHING TO CHANGE THE SITUATION, EFFECTIVE LISTENING CAN HELP RELIEVE THE SADNESS.

THE LOSS OF A LOVED ONE THROUGH DEATH IS ONLY ONE FORM OF LOSS. MANY OTHER LOSSES CAN CREATE A SITUATION IN WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL MAY GRIEVE. FOR INSTANCE, WHEN FAMILY OR FRIENDS MOVE TO A DISTANT CITY, AN OLDER INDIVIDUAL MAY GRIEVE THE LOSS OF THEIR COMPANY. OTHER LOSSES MAY REMIND A PERSON OF PREVIOUS PAIN, AND THUS CREATE A CHAIN OF GRIEF. THESE ARE MORE DIFFICULT TO RECOGNIZE THAN, SAY, THE DEATH OF A SPOUSE, BUT THE HUMAN SERVICE WORKER WHO LISTENS WELL WILL KNOW WHEN SUCH A LOSS HAS OCCURRED.
For example, when a pet which was a gift from a (now deceased) friend dies, the owner loses not only that cuddly companion, but also an important link to the departed friend. If you are listening well to how an older individual describes their loss, you will understand how important that person, pet or thing was to that individual.
Still other forms of grief are involved when one recognizes a loss of one's own abilities or control. These are especially difficult losses for individuals to acknowledge and describe, so human service workers need to be attuned to their occurrences.
SITUATIONS

1. Margaret lives alone in the house her husband built 50 years ago. He has been dead for 11 years, and Margaret has been doing her cooking, cleaning and shopping alone. However, over the past two years she has become more and more aware of her failing eyesight. Her doctor told her she is going to become completely blind, but this will take many years. One day, Margaret's friend came to visit, and found Margaret crying uncontrollably. According to Muriel, "Nothing in particular had happened".

2. Henry tended a large garden in the abandoned lot next to his home. He called it "the Butchart Gardens of Winnipeg". Last spring, after he had put in all of his early plantings, a construction company tore up his beautiful garden and laid a cement foundation for a new home. When Henry yelled at the construction men, they didn't even acknowledge he was there. Henry's wife said she found her husband sitting in the bedroom, staring out of the window, blank and motionless, "almost as if a part of him had died".

EXPLANATION

Margaret and Henry have each suffered great losses. Margaret has realized she is going blind, and soon will not be able to live independently. She may be grieving her physical loss of sight, or the losses she expects in the near future (e.g., having to sell her home, having..."
TO DEPEND ON SOMEONE ELSE TO DO HER SHOPPING, ETC.,)
HENRY HAS LOST A SIGNIFICANT PART OF HIS SELF-ESTEEM,
HIS GARDEN. HE MAY ALSO FEEL THAT HE DOESN'T MATTER AT
ALL ANY MORE, SINCE THE CONSTRUCTION MEN WOULDN'T EVEN
SPEAK TO HIM.

HELPING

THE HUMAN SERVICE WORKER CAN'T GIVE MARGARET BACK
HER SIGHT, OR RETURN HENRY'S GARDEN LOT, HOWEVER, IN
TIME THE WORKER MAY BE ABLE TO HELP MARGARET AND HENRY
FIND NEW ACTIVITIES TO FILL THEIR TIME, TO HELP THEM
FEEL USEFUL, BUT THE IMMEDIATE ISSUE IS UNDERSTANDING
THEIR GRIEF, AND LETTING THEM KNOW THEY ARE UNDERSTOOD.
THE WORKER CAN SHOW UNDERSTANDING BY LISTENING, CARING,
AND BEING THERE. REMEMBER, LISTENING IS HELPING.
The following section will discuss ways to help someone in grief.

HELPING SOMEONE IN GRIEF

Upon completion of this section you will be aware of several ways in which to help someone who is grieving.

Each of the reactions mentioned in the previous section is natural. Some individuals will go through all of these responses to a loss. Others will experience twinges of one kind or another, but may never have a severe reaction. Different people respond in different ways. Furthermore, the importance of a particular loss will depend on the relationship the griever had to that person or thing.
The most important thing for a human service worker or volunteer to remember is not to try to judge someone else's reaction by your own. Listen to what that older individual's needs are, and try to let him or her know you hear and understand their grief.

For instance, Marion had been given a beautiful blue broach by her mother when Marion was only five years old. She had cherished that broach all of her life. As a child, she used to pretend it was a magic stone, and she would make secret wishes, holding it close to her heart. When she married, she wore it as her "something blue". When her husband went off to war, she wrapped it in a scarf and gave it to him to remind him of her. She believed it had helped bring him home safely. The broach was filled with happy memories for Marion.

Because it was so special, Marion loaned it to her granddaughter for her first high school dance. Her granddaughter didn't really want to wear "that silly old thing", but took it anyway without saying much. At the dance, someone noticed it on her coat, and laughed at her "wierd taste". She unpinned it and tossed it in the garbage. The next day she told her grandmother that it broke "so I had to chuck it out". Marion wept all day. Her visiting nurse came in and found her crying, and thought she would comfort her by saying, "It's just an old pin. We'll get you another one that's twice as lovely". 
The nurse had projected her own feelings (that the broach was replaceable) on Marion, and thus, had not heard or understood Marion's grief. Marion wouldn't be hurting if the loss had not been something of substantial sentimental value for her. A good human service worker could help by letting Marion know she realized the broach was very valuable to her. A statement such as "I can see that it meant a lot to you", or "There must have been many happy memories tied to that broach", can make someone feel understood and comforted. Comments such as "Don't be silly", or "It's nothing worth crying over", will only add to the pain. Listen, care, and be there. Take the time to understand why the object was important to this individual. Allowing the griever to share their sorrow and their reasons for caring for this thing will help the healing process.

When Does It End

Although denial, anger and depression are reasonable immediate reactions to a loss, they should not go on forever. If a loss is severe (e.g., very important, sudden, and at a time when social supports are scarce), one might expect the griever to show extreme reactions for 1-4 weeks. During that time, the griever needs consolation and understanding. One also needs the time to grieve, which may mean putting off other usual activities (e.g., going to work, attending
SOCIAL CLUBS, ETC.).

However, after about a month (and remember, this is just a rule of thumb, each individual will vary according to their own personal needs), one should be encouraged to get involved in new activities with new people. The human service worker can help the older adult by suggesting things one might do (e.g., joining a community centre's lawn bowling team) or places one might call for further information. If the older individual continues to react with indifference toward "getting on with life", the human service worker should contact a professional who could help the older adult complete their grief and move on to other things.
THE FOLLOWING SECTION WILL PRESENT WAYS TO MORE COMFORTABLY INTERACT WITH SOMEONE WHO IS GRIEVING.

DISCUSSING DEATH AND DYING

Upon completion of this section you will be able to describe a few ways to more comfortably interact with someone who is dying.

Thus far, we've talked about how to deal with grief for something or someone who's already gone. Sometimes people grieve before the loss occurs. A special instance of this is when a person realizes he or she are going to die, and want to mourn the loss of their own life.

Bert had always known he would probably be the first to go. He lay in his hospital room, flipping through the photograph album of his past 60 years, and remarked, "I think I'll miss the hyacinths the most. I'll miss the blue ones that smell like your aunt's sweet perfume. Maybe they smell strong enough to waft all the way up to heaven. What do you think Hazel?".

His wife, Hazel, scowled and stared at her knitting. "There's no use in talking like that" she said. "You best think of something else".

Planning and preparing for death is difficult enough for an older adult without being told they cannot talk about it. Just as with other types of losses,
IF THE INDIVIDUAL APPEARS TO BE CONSIDERING DEATH MORE THAN LIFE, THEN A PROFESSIONAL WHO WORKS WITH THIS KIND OF PROBLEM SHOULD BE CONTACTED.

FOR SOME OLDER ADULTS, DEATH IS MORE OF A "SURE THING" THAN FOR OTHERS. INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE DIAGNOSED AS BEING TERMINALLY ILL WILL HAVE DIFFERENT NEEDS THAN OLDER ADULTS WHO ARE PRESENTLY HEALTHY.

THE THREE MAJOR NEEDS OF A TERMINALLY ILL PERSON ARE:

1. THE NEED TO CONTROL PAIN
2. THE NEED TO MAINTAIN DIGNITY OR FEELINGS OF SELF-WORTH, AND
3. THE NEED TO RECEIVE LOVE AND AFFECTION.

THE HUMAN SERVICE WORKER CAN HELP WITH EACH OF THESE NEEDS.

USUALLY THE PHYSICIAN WILL TAKE CARE OF PAIN WITH MEDICATION. THE HUMAN SERVICE WORKER CAN ASSIST THE REDUCTION OF FEELINGS OF PAIN BY (A) OBSERVING THE INDIVIDUAL CAREFULLY FOR FACIAL EXPRESSIONS AND MOVEMENTS THAT MAY INDICATE THE PRESENCE OF PAIN, (B) ENCOURAGING THE PERSON TO TAKE THEIR MEDICATION WHEN THEY NEED IT, AND (C) DISCOURAGING "PAIN TALK" (E.G., "OH, I HURT SO MUCH", OR "LET ME TELL YOU WHAT IT FEELS LIKE"). THIS MAY SEEM LIKE A CONTRADICTION TO LISTEN, CARE, AND BE THERE, BUT ACTUALLY IT'S NOT. THE MORE AN INDIVIDUAL FOCUSES ON PAIN, THE MORE LIKELY ONE IS TO FEEL IT. IT IS NOT ADVISABLE TO APPROACH AN INDIVIDUAL WITH...
QUESTIONS REGARDING PAIN, FOR EXAMPLE "DOES IT HURT TODAY?" SIMILARLY, IF THE INDIVIDUAL IS THINKING OR TALKING ABOUT SOMETHING ELSE - ESPECIALLY SOMETHING PLEASANT - THE LESS PAIN ONE IS LIKELY TO EXPERIENCE. THUS, THE HUMAN SERVICE WORKER CAN DEMONSTRATE CARING BY DISCOURAGING DISCUSSIONS OF PAIN.

THE HUMAN SERVICE WORKER CAN ALSO HELP THE DYING PATIENT MAINTAIN DIGNITY AND SELF-WORTH. THIS IS OFTEN ACCOMPLISHED BY LETTING THE OLDER ADULT TAKE PART IN DISCUSSIONS REGARDING TREATMENT AND BY ALLOWING ONE TO SETTLE THEIR ESTATE (OR "PUT THEIR HOUSE IN ORDER"). FOR EXAMPLE, EVEN SOMETHING SIMPLE SUCH AS ASKING THE OLDER ADULT WHETHER THEY WANT THEIR BED ADJUSTED RATHER THAN CRANKING IT UP AND SAYING, "THERE, DON'T YOU FEEL BETTER NOW?", WILL ALLOW THEM SOME CONTROL OVER THEIR ENVIRONMENT. FEELING ONESelf TO BE IN CONTROL CAN HAVE A GREAT EFFECT ON ONE'S GENERAL HAPPINESS.

FOR EXAMPLE, EDGAR HATED THE HOSPITAL. THE NOISE, THE LIGHTS, AND ESPECIALLY THE FOOD "MAKE ME FEEL SICK", HE'D GROWL. "I HATE BEING ON THEIR DARN SCHEDULE", HE'D SNARL AT HIS WIFE WHEN SHE CAME TO VISIT. "I WANT TO GO HOME AND DIE IN PEACE!".

EDGAR'S DOCTOR LISTENED AND UNDERSTOOD EDGAR'S REQUEST. HE SENT EDGAR HOME WITH PAIN MEDICATION AND THE PHONE NUMBER OF A NURSE WHO COULD COME IN AT NIGHT (SO EDGAR'S WIFE COULD SLEEP). TWO WEEKS LATER, THE DOCTOR GOT A CALL FROM EDGAR'S WIFE. "THANK YOU FOR THE MOST WONDERFUL MOMENTS AT THE END", SHE CRIED. "HE KEPT
Saying he didn't hurt as much in his own room, with his favourite pillow behind his back and the dog lying on his lap. He was able to settle all of his business, tell everyone goodbye, and truly die peacefully. "Thank you for letting him do it his way". There is still a lot of "living" left in the person who is "dying". It may be helpful not to think in terms of "dying" but "living". This attitude can decrease the fear so many people have when they approach an individual with a terminal illness.

Finally, a dying person needs love and affection - just like anyone else. This often means holding, touching, or stroking. Human service workers often have the opportunity to physically touch patients when caring for them. This can communicate caring and concern to the dying patient. Also, by listening and supporting the patient's way of doing things, you will communicate that the patient still has some control over the situation.
SUMMARY

GRIEF MAY BE EXPERIENCED WHENEVER A LOSS OCCURS. THE DEGREE OF REACTION WILL DEPEND ON (A) HOW IMPORTANT THAT PERSON OR THING WAS, (B) WHETHER THE LOSS WAS EXPECTED OR SUDDEN, AND (C) WHAT KIND OF SOCIAL SUPPORT IS AVAILABLE TO HELP THE GRIEVING PROCESS.

SOME COMMON REACTIONS TO GRIEF ARE DENIAL, ANGER AND DEPRESSION. A HEALTH CARE WORKER CAN HELP THE PERSON IN GRIEF BY (A) LISTENING, (B) CARING, AND (C) BEING THERE. LISTENING INVOLVES TRYING TO UNDERSTAND THE IMPORTANCE OF THE LOSS, NOT PREJUDGING ITS IMPORTANCE BY YOUR OWN STANDARDS. IF SEVERE GRIEF REACTIONS CONTINUE, HELP THE OLDER ADULT WORK THROUGH HIS OR HER GRIEF.

A TERMINALLY ILL PERSON WILL NEED TO (A) HAVE THEIR PAIN CONTROLLED, (B) MAINTAIN THEIR DIGNITY AND SELF-WORTH, AND (C) RECEIVE LOVE AND AFFECTION. HELP TO REDUCE PAIN BY REDUCING PAIN TALK. INVOLVING THE DYING PERSON IN DECISION MAKING WILL HELP THEM TO MAINTAIN THEIR DIGNITY. FURTHERMORE, TOUCHING MAY BECOME ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT AS A METHOD OF COMMUNICATING AFFECTION.

LISTEN, CARE, BE THERE, AND NEVER UNDERESTIMATE THE POWER OF LOVE. EVEN WHEN YOU FEEL AS THOUGH YOUR WORDS AREN'T RIGHT, YOUR CARING CAN BE UNDERSTOOD.
APPENDIX
SELECTED READINGS

Coping With Bereavement Pamphlet From the Canadian Mental Health Association. (#6 in the 'Coping' Series).


Death, Dying and Bereavement, by Richard Schultz.
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245 MAIN ST.
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, R3C 1A7

COMING AND GOING

A NEW KIND OF HOSPITAL WARD IS VISITED IN THIS FILM - AT THE
St. Boniface Hospital in Manitoba - WHERE TERMINALLY ILL
PEOPLE ARE PROVIDED WITH A CARING ENVIRONMENT AND ARE
PREPARED TO MEET DEATH WITH DIGNITY. IT IS A RESPONSIBLE
FILM WHICH SHOWS, VERY NATURALLY, THE WARMTH OF THE
ENVIRONMENT CREATED BY THE STAFF, HELPING PATIENTS TO COPE
WITH THE TRAUMA OF DEATH.

58 MINUTES 106C 0178 468 PRODUCED BY CBC

THE LAST DAYS OF LIVING

IN 1975 MONTREAL'S ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL INITIATED A
REVOLUTIONARY PILOT PROJECT - THE PALLIATIVE CARE UNIT FOR
THE TERMINALLY ILL - UNDER THE DIRECTION OF DR. BALFOUR
MOUNT. IN THIS FILM WE SHARE IN THE HARDSHIPS AND JOYS
EXPERIENCED BY PATIENTS, THEIR FAMILIES, AND THE STAFF. THE
PALLIATIVE CARE TECHNIQUES OBSERVED BY THE CAMERA ARE SIMPLE
AND STRAIGHT-FORWARD: THEY INCLUDE LISTENING, SHARING,
TOUCHING, AND MUSIC THERAPY. AN ESSENTIAL FILM FOR HEALTH-
CARE PROFESSIONALS AND VOLUNTEERS, AND FOR THE PUBLIC AT
LARGE. SUPPORT MATERIAL AVAILABLE. A FRENCH-LANGUAGE
VERSION, VIVRE...AU JOUR LE JOUR, IS ALSO AVAILABLE.

57 MINUTES:52 SECONDS COLOR 106C 0180 002 NFB
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